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TILE EQUITY EFFECTS OF RESTR.AINTS

ON TAXINC AND S 'PENDI (; I

Mairk Dav.'id M.etnch ik and , Xthiony I. l's 'cal

This paper derives from Rand research that was mulaed by

California's passage of Proposition 13. We learned two lessons earl%

in our research. First, Prop. 13 was a manifestation of a process'

that extends far beyond a single law in a single state. We call this

process "fiscal containment"--a moderation of rapid growth in govt-rn-

ment that means a less prominent role for government in the economy

and society. Most Americans seem to favor containment of government

and, more and more, are electing officials who promise to act accord-

ingly. The second lesson is that fiscal containment may have equity

effects--consequences that especially benefit some population group,-

and especially hurt others. Figure 1 traces the onset of fiscal

moderation. At each level of government (federal, state, and local)

the rate of growth in spending has fallen to about half what it was

previously, with a sharp change during the 1970s.

Containment has several well-known positive consequences, of

course: It puts money in the taxpayers' pockets; it seems to stimulate

local economies; it may promote the efficiency and responsiveness of

government. This paper, however, will concentrate on some of the

possible adverse effects, many of them unexpected even by opponents

of the fiscal containment movement. Those effects can emerge from

changes in who shoulders the burden of government finance, changes in

who benefits from public programs, changes in the kinds of people who

hold civil service jobs, and changes in the distribution of power among

levels of government. Putatively "nonpolitical" actions to increase

efficiency or restore program funds also may affect equity. Fiscal

containment, as we will argue, can set some complex long-run shifts in

mot ion.

To understand fiscal containment, we must first pose some questions.

What has happened in government finance over the past fifty years?
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Why are the voters unhappy with government? What have they done about

it? And how important, in this context, are formal fiscal controls

such as Prop. 13?

THE FACTS OF FISCAL CONTAINMNT

Looking at the last half-century, Fig. 2 portrays the three levels

of government and their shares of the gross national product (GNP).

In 1929, the three levels accounted for less than 10 percent of (;P.

By 1975, they accounted for more than one-third. Localities (cities,

counties, school districts and the like) once dominated that picture,

but after the New Deal and World War II the federal government rose
2

to preeminence. An overall turndown began about 1975. The federal

share started to decline, as did the local share at a somewhat faster

rate; the state share remained roughly the same.

Figure 3 shows how government spending and government employmen

grew in close parallel, since about 60 percent of government outlays--

at least at the state and local levels--go to wages and salaries

(Survey of Current Business, February 1980, pp. 7, I). During the

postwar period, total government employment grew 160 percent, while

the general labor force grew only 95 percent (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, Statistical Abstract, 1975, 1978). The government's share of

the labor force, then, increased from less than 14 percent to almost

20 percent in the thirty years up to 1975. Around 1970, however, the

number of federal civilian workers actually began to decline. City

and other municipal labor forces have about peaked out. Some growth

has continued in the number of state and other local workers (the

latter predominantly in school districts). Government jobs have been

the fastest growing sector of the economy. Those days seem to be over.

How do subnational governments raise their revenues? The rest

of this paper will concentrate on state and local government, although

we present some additional facts about events at the federal level.

State Revenues

Figure 4 shows the sources of state revenues. Obviously, the

role of the individual income tax in state finance has grown appreciably.
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AN ERA OF FISCAL CONTAINMENT
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So has the role of grants from the federal government--up from 20

percent to almost a third of revenues. General sales taxes remain

important but have not risen dramatically. Other taxes and fees shown

in Fig. 4 consist largely of corporate income, alcohol, gasoline, and

tobacco taxes.

Local Revenues

Figure 5 again demonstrates the increasing importance of grants.

Direct federal grants to cities, counties, and school districts were

virtually nil in 1954, but now account for 11 percent of local revenues.

When growth in state grants is added, local government is now about

half supported by transfers from higher levels. Figure 5 shows that

while the property tax has decreased in its proportional importance

as a source of local revenue, it remains very important: It contri-

butes 40 percent of all local revenues and more than 80 percent of
3

funds raised from localities' own sources.

Figures 4 and 5 deliver two messages. One is that some of the

least popular (and most visible) taxes have either grown in signifi-

cance or remain very prominent (ACIR, 1977a, p. 11). These are state

personal income taxes and local property taxes, as opposed to general

sales and "sin" taxes (those on alcohol and tobacco). The other

message is that the traditional layer cake of American government has

become more like a marble cake, as grants swirl down from the federal

level to states and localities, and from states directly to cities,

counties, and school districts.

ROOTS OF TAXPAYER DISCONTENT

The impulse for containment seems to have erupted about 1975.

Why did it occur? First, we have seen a sharp rise in the burden of

taxation--the fraction of income extracted from taxpayers' pocketbooks.

Consequently, during the 1970s, the fraction of Americans who felt

that taxes had reached the breaking point rose from about a half to

about two-thirds. This is an unprecedented shift in public opinion

(see, e.g., Citrin, 1978). Second, the recipients of government spend-

ing have changed over time. Third, many citizens believe that gov-

ernment workers are overpaid (ibid.). Finally, runaway inflation is all
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the more painful when real incomes are scarcely growing. Angry citizens

cannot directly vote down the price of gasoline--but they can cut the

price of government. Not only can they elect tightfisted officials,

but they can also vote in measures like Prop. 13 and vote against bond

issues.

State and Local Tax Burdens

Figure 6 portrays several states' tax burdens (state and local

taxes combined) as shares of personal income. Alabama and New York

are shown because they bound the range. New York is currently the

highest taxing of the continental states and Alabama the lowest, but

taxes have grown in both. The central line reflects the average of

all states. State and local taxes used to absorb about 7 percent of

personal income but the average burden has grown to about 13 percent

and has risen to almost 18 percent in New York. California, Kansas,

and New Jersey appear because they are the subject of ongoing research

at Rand. California tax burdens grew sharply just before the passage

of Prop. 13.

After 1965, state trends appear to diverge. Kansas instituted a

fiscal limit in 1970, which might account for the downturn there.

The Objects of State and Local Expenditure

Not only are taxes higher but citizens increasingly disapprove of

how government money is spent (Fig. 7). In polls, the fraction of

Americans who believe the government wastes a great deal of the tax

money it collects rose from 56 percent to 74 percent between the 1960s

and the 1970s (Citrin, 1978). The redistributive programs attract the

most charges of waste and fraud. Perceiving waste in government, angry

taxpayers conclude that taxes can be cut without endangering "basic"

or'essential" services, generally considered to consist of police, fire,

sanitation, street and highway repair, and basic education--in that

order of priority. (See Ladd et al., 1979, p. 131ff.) One poll found

that two-thirds of the respondents who wanted taxes cut were willing

to forgo tax relief if governmental waste and inefficiency were

eliminated (Washington Post, 1978).
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PROPERTY TAXES REMAIN PROMINENT WHILE GRANTS FROM HIGHER LEVELS
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Compare school spending, then, with welfare, which grew far faSter

than average, . I n thi s period the number of persons whio rece i yaP AL'

to Families with Dependent Children (a variety of welfare) grew-. from

one to f Lye percent of the population, and the real level of Lheir

benef its- increased. Food stamps, Me-dicaid, subsid ie-d henssing, and

other redistribut ive programs either began or Were g reatly e~xpanded.

Compensation of Government Workers

Compensation comprises salaries and fringe benefits. In Fi. -

i level of one indicates parity, that is, equality of compensation

with the average for the private sector. Th'lese are very crude compar-

isons, ignoring skill differences between government and private

workers, but also ignoring thre superior job securitv in government.

In any case , the trend is clear: State and l ocal. government compen-

sition in this period reached parity with the private sector; federal

civilian workers, who were at about 120 percent of paritv now OnjOY

'143 percent of parity.

A Caseu Study of the City of Los Ageles

To investigate the roots of discontent wi th government in more

detail, Rand conducted a case study of budgetary trends in the city of

Los, Ange les during the five fiscal years that prcddthe paIssge Of

Prop. 1 3. (See Chi iken and Walker, 1979 .) Some of thle find in gs appear

in Fig". 9.
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Expansion in Negligible change in
city budget "front line" services

Up by 64% Up by 11%

up 32~

.... 210

Fig. 9 - From Chaiken and Walker, Growth in Municipal Expenditures:
A Case Study of Los Angeles, 1979

AlJthough the city's population remained constant during: this

period, its budget increased 64 percent or bv S402 million. Ci t,

propertv tax colections grew 53 percent and threatened to sk' rOcket

in the future; other revenues (especially state and federal transfers)

grew even roster.

What did the taxpayers get for the additional taxe. they paid?

We call police, fire, and public works (the last most\ s.ani tation

and street maintenance) the "front-line services." (Health, schools,

and welfare are not city responsibilities.) Emplovment in the front-

line scrvices increased only 2 percent. Overall city employment rose

It percent, but that was because other services--community development,

the arts council, the recreation department--and the overhead 'inc-

tions--mayor, council, city attorney, city controller--grew h\ almost

a third.

If budgets increased 64 percent and employment only 11 percent,

-dhere did the money go? Inflation was the major culprit. Los Angeles

experienced price increases for given levels of employees and kinds of

porch.lses (from paper c lips to computer time) that about matched the

r,ite of background inflation. Inflation in compensation and purchases

together accounted for 76 percent of the extra $402 million the tax-



payers paid. The modest increase in employment and in additional

purchases that Los Angeles made accounted for 18 percent. But 11

percent of the increase had a very different cause: It was the result

of what we call "upward grade float." During this period, the number

of administrative, planning, and support personnel in most agencies

grew relative to police officers, firefighters, sanitation workers,

and other direct service providers--and they tended to be higher paid

than the direct service providers they supplanted. Taxpayers saw

hardly any more front-line services or direct service providers, but

a great many more administrators and planners. While the voters did

not have this detailed ii formation when they voted on Prop. 13, it

would not be surprising if they felt they were paying more and more

for a level of service that stayed visibly the same. Planners and

administrators may well increase the efficiency of direct service

providers, but any such gains are largely invisible to service

consumers. The citizen sees the cop on the beat, not the police

deployment specialist. Taxpayers in other parts of California, and

indeed in other parts of the country, may have had similar reactions.

HOW FISCAL CONTAINMENT COMES ABOUT

The following are the most frequent forms of fiscal containment:

fiscal ( 0 Caps on growth of revenue or expenditure

limitation * Indexing of individual income taxes

laws * Cutbacks in tax levies

0 Voter rejection of spending proposals

0 Election of more frugal officials

e Decline in the value of federal grants

e Flight from high-tax jurisdictions

The first three items constitute formal fiscal limits, while the

rest are de facto means of fiscal containment. Half of all states now

have fiscal limits of one kind or another, most of them rather recent

(Table 1). 4 A total of 23 states enacted controls in the 1970s--all

but 7 since 1975. Fiscal limits may constrain either states' or
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localities' spending, or both. Only nine states limit state revenues

or expenditures; statewide limitations on localities are far more

common. Limitation measures can be statutes or state constitutional

amendments. Many of the latter come about through voter initiatives,

like Prop. 13. Although these laws often respond directly to public

pressure, it appears that enactment of one tax-limiting measure does

not necessarily immunize a state against what might be called fiscal

limitation fever (Ellickson, 1979). For example, California's 1978

passage of Prop. 13 (the Jarvis-Gann initiative) was preceded by a

less-known 1974 law limiting growth in property taxes. Proposition 13

in turn was followed by Prop. 4 (the Gann initiative, not shown on

Table 1), a November 1979 cap law that constrains growth in both state

and local spending. This June's ballot features Prop. 9 (dubbed

"Jarvis II") which, if passed, will cut California's revenues from the

individual income tax in half--a loss of about $5 billion annually.

Cap laws, limiting growth in revenues or expenditures, are a

widespread form of fiscal limitation. They may permit only fixed

percentage increases, or may tie them to changes in population,

inflation, or personal income through fairly simple formulas. Also

widespread is the indexing of progressive, individual income taxes

so that inflation does not automatically raise collections faster

than incomes by pushing taxpayers into higher brackets. Proposition

13 is an unusual fiscal limitation measure in that it was the first

to cz .;t tax revenues, rather than simply limit future growth. In

its first year it cut property tax collections by 57 percent, about

$6 billion. California cushioned the impact by distributing the

state's accumulated surplus (Lipson, 1980); but if Prop. 9 passes, it

will not only be the first measure cutting back &,.4zc government, but

will also probably remove local governments' fiscal cushion which the

surplus provided.

What kind of state adopts fiscal limits? An analysis of data to

1976 concluded that states with high tax levels, rapidly growing expen-

ditures, and a his;torv of fiscal controls were most likely to pass a

new limitati on measure (Ladd, 1978). The power of these explianatorv

variables seems, however, to have diminished in the last few years.

• 4J
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STATES WITH RSCAL UMITATIONS

Fig. 10 -F rom Table 1

Each variable loses importance in explaining the adoption of controls

when ine period to 1979 is included (Pascal et al., 1979, pp. 73-76).

Instead, an epidemic of tax limitation seems to have arisen from a

general mood of disenchantment with government. The states shown in

black in Fig. 10 confirm that fiscal limits are geographically wide-

spread, though many are in the West. Limitation measures have been

enacted in California, which is urban, and in Idaho, which is rural.

(In fact, Idaho's measure has been called Prop. 13's "clone.") Low-

tax states like Indiana have imposed limits; so have high-tax states

like Alaska. There are fiscal limits in initiative states like

Colorado, and in states like Tennessee where voter initiatives are

not possible.

While not so visible as formal fiscal limitation, recent politi-

cal and economic trends have brought about de facto fiscal containment.

These will be mentioned quickly.

0I
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The public has been rejecting spending proposals. Before 1974,

American voters approved 53 percent of all bond issues. Afterward

the approval rate declined to 29 percent (ACIR, 1976).

Sketchy evidence suggests that many more fiscal conservatives

have been winning office recently, at least at state and local levels.

In California a crop of "Proposition 13 babies" won seats in the 1978

legislature (Boyarsky, 1979). A nationwide poll showed that, in the

late 1970s, candidates for office were even more strongly antitax

than the electorate (New York Times, 1978).

In the 1978-79 fiscal year, federal grants to states and local-

ities increased by only $3 billion. In fiscal 1979-80, they are due

to grow by only $1 billion on a base of about $80 billion (ACIR, 1979).

Given the current double-digit inflation, such nominal increases

actually entail substantial cuts in the real value of the grants.

Meanwhile, localities have become increasingly dependent on state and

federal largesse, as we have seen. General revenue sharing is probably

the most popular federal grant program, especially for beleaguered

cities, because it imposes virtually no requirements on recipients, in

contrast to categorical grants. Ominously, general revenue sharing

may well fall victim to President Carter's efforts to balance the

budget.

Whatever the causes, the flight of households and businesses from

the older Snowbelt cities into suburbs and the Sunbelt moves taxpayers

from high- to low-tax jurisdictions. Suburban employment now exceeds

that in central cities. Almost three-quarters of the cities with

200.000 or more residents in 1960 lost population by 1973; Buffalo,

Cleveland, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh each lost at least a fifth of

their population. The exodus consists disproportionately of middle-

and high-income people; they leave behind them poorer people who have

greater needs for public services that exert added strain on frequently

declining property tax bases (Peterson, 1976). Nor do declining urban

tax bases reduce other demands on municipal revenues: Accumulated

pension obligations remain, and the physical plant (streets, sewers,

and public buildings) must be maintained. Increasing locally levied
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taxes and tees is a recoursie that threatens furthCr loss of job ;.11

residents; be cause it is rarely adopted, urban uriadi ii>; must

become even more dependent on grants from higher levels of geve rlIct.

If those grants are not forthcoming, cutbacks must occur.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF FISCAL CONTAINMENT

Fiscal containment appears to be the wave of the future. But

where might the undertows lie hidden? Possibly adverse consequmnces

involve inequities in tax burdens and in the delivery of public 2ervice..

Fiscal containment al so may lead to changes in public employment and

in the allocation of political power among levels of government and

population groups. Thus far the immediate impacts have not been sevre

because fiscal limits are new or mild in many states, and California's

surplus has cushioned the toughest limit of all. Consequently, many

implications of the movement can be identified only speculativelv for

the time being. But not :or long: Pressures are likely to mount. In

California and elsewhere, surpluses will be spent: growth limits reached:

opportunities for relatively painless new revenues exhausted; and thle

first, relatively noncontroversial spending cuts already made. What

next?
5

Changes in Revenue Systems

Many observers (see, e.g., Ladd et al., 1979) suggest that the

tax revolt is spearheaded by a "harried middle class" that wants to

move the tax system in the direction of regressivitv. The middle

class, it is reasoned, is tired of paving more and more taxes for

services like welfare that offer them no tangible benefit. California

provides some support for this hypothesis. Proposition 13 directly

benefited homeowners and businesses, not renters. What is now called

the "new view" of the property tax holds it to be among the most pro-

gressive of revenue sources (Aaron, 1975). Lessened dependence on

property levies may therefore mark a shift towards regressivity.

Statewide tax relief measures often limit only the property levy.

Another trend toward regressivity stems from governments'
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increasing reliance on user fees, imposed for libraries, recreational

facilities, land development, trash collection, and sometimes even

fire protection (Pascal, 1980). A sharp rise in fees was an immediate

consequence of Prop. 13 (Pascal et al., 1979, p. 87), but the nation-

wide growth in fees as a share of subnational, own-source revenues

antedates recent fiscal limits (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 'T :,,c'c a.

&.' :cas, 1977). Because user fees are typically designed to cover a

service's full cost whatever the user's income, they have a regressive

effect.

"Privatization" is the private provision of a previously public

service. This occurs when a government simply stops providing a

service (or makes it so inaccessible or of such low quality) so that

citizens are driven to the private sector. Summer schooling in

California has already been privatized; private summer schools (some

of them nonprofit, but many not) have arisen to fill the gap. Priva-

tization also occurs when a government franchises or contracts out for

a service, either as a move to increase efficiency or as an unavoidable

consequence of cuts in the public work force. The operators of fran-

chises can, of course, raise fees to levels that local politicians

could not justify. And the operations of private franchise holders

and contractors are not subject to direct public scrutiny, as govern-
6

ment agencies are.

Cutbacks in Services

Because the disadvantaged are more dependent on government services

than other citizens, even across-the-board cuts especially hurt them.

Moreover, insofar as fiscal containment is driven by a middle-class tax

revolt, we may expect disproportionately severe cutbacks in those

redistributive functions that are targeted on disadvantaged groups and

ethnic minorities and are the least popular with the middle range of

voters. These functions are also the ones that the public perceives

to be most wasteful and fraud-laden. California's first-year "bailout"

law, which restored some local revenues that fell victim to Prop. 13,

required that, of all services, only police and fire protection be

maintained at prior levels (Lipson, 1980). This requirement was dropped

I
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from later bailout legislation, but its supporters are currently pro-

posing an initiative that would write a similar mandate into the state

constitution.

Other factors that render particular agencies vulnerable to cut-

backs also threaten human services for disadvantaged groups. The

newer programs have not yet developed strong and vocal constituencies;

it can be argued that the last-instituted activit, is the least urgent--

otherwise, it would have been instituted earlier. The very fact that

many services for the disadvantaged, ethnic-oriented services, community

development activities, and innovative programs for children are not

traditional functions of state or (especially) local government puts

them at particular risk. Programs with a poorlv organized clientele--

perhaps because the programs are new, perhaps because their clients

are impoverished or demoralized--may also sufter. Where clients lack

well-organized employee groups to team up with, their services are

even more vulnerable. Most police and teach.' ,rganizations, for

instance, are much more powerful at both t , , and state levels

than employees who work in libraries and human .ervice agencies.
7

Arbitrary Reductions in Public Employment

Politicians often try to avoid making deliberate cuts in services

even in accordance with public priorities or to achieve efficiencies.

It is very difficult to fire public employees because many of them

are well organized. They finance campaigns and help get out the vote.

A more usual practice, consequently, is to impose freezes on hiring

and cost-of-living increases. Attrition is the result. In California,

the first year of Prop. 13 led to an 8 percent decline in the public

workforce but very few firings (Pascal et al., 1979, p. 94). Frecze

strategies can have perverse and arbitrary effects, however, simply

as a result of different age and skill distributions in the workforces

of the various agencies. Libraries, for example, tend to have a

senior workforce. Under a freeze strategy, libraries will contract

relative to other services simply because they cannot replace people

who retire. Another example is a district attorney's office where

young lawyers, foreseeing bad prospects for pay and promotion, may
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leave for greener fields in private employment. The net result will

be that the accidents of program history, instead of economic efficiency

or social priority, will dictate the relative sizes of government

programs. Moreover, freezes in compensation most hurt those who have

dedicated themselves to a career of public service.

Fewer Public Career Opportunities for Minority Workers

Whether layoffs or freezes are adopted, it seems that minorities

are particularly at risk. Because they tend to have the least

seniority, civil service regulations and union agreements mean they

will be the first fired. For example, New York City reduced its work-

force by 13 percent in the early stages of its fiscal crisis. In this

process, fully "half the city's Spanish-speaking workers lost their

jobs, as did 40 percent of the black males" (Peterson, 1976, p. 114).

But even with a freeze strategy, limits on opportunities for advance-

ment may especially hurt incoming cohorts of young minority workers.

The outworn stereotype of the Irish cop hides a deep truth: Government

employment has traditionally been minorities' stepping stone into the

middle class (Dahl, 1961, pp. 36-42). In recent years, black employ-

ment in the public sector has been growing much faster than in the
8

private. In most larger cities, government employs twice the fraction

of minority workers as the general economy (Erie and Brown, 1979, pp.

20,22). In the entire Baltimore metropolitan area, for example, half

of all black professionals and managers work for the Baltimore city

schools alone (Pascal et al., 1979, p. 95). In 1975, almost one-third

of all skilled black construction workers in the United States were

employed to build the Washington, D. C. subway system (ibid.). A

reduction in public-sector career opportunities could have deleterious

long-run effects on social mobility, particularly from one generation

to the next. A leaner and smaller public sector may also be meaner

and harsher.

Loss of Local Control

Although fiscal and ideological conservatives generally support

tax limits, one likely consequence of limitation may displease them

• !
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(Riagman, 1978). in the late 1970s, government growth has slowed more

often at the local level (where most of the limits have been imposed)

than at state or federal levels (Pascal et al. , 1979, p. 10). Until

tax moderation cuts deeply into state and federal budgets, localities

may become increasingly dependent on support from higher levels oI

government, which threatens a loss of local control. Though localities

are often very skillful at avoiding intergovernmental requirements

(see, e.g., Derthick, 1970), this money may well come with strings

attached--the case of the first-year bailout in California, for

example.

Increased reliance on intergovernmental transfers violates

another principle of conservative ideology: that the same citizenry

that demands a public service not only tax itself to pay for that

service but control its administration. "Free" money from higher

levels of government not only breaks the visible link between taxing

and spending, but also brings unwelcome restrictions that are in-

appropriate to local goals and forms of government.

Lobbyists go where the money and power are. In New Jersey,

public employee associations are trying to persuade the legislature

to exempt collective bargaining agreements from the cap law limiting

local spending--localities' hands are tied. In California as well,

various interest groups which used to operate only at the local level

have either approached the legislature or may take the initiative

route. Such lobbying (e.g., to protect police budgets) is not always

appreciated by its intended beneficiaries. The chief of a hard-hit

police department told us that he would rather suffer a locally imposed

cut than receive money and take orders from Sacramento.
9

Lobbying for the disadvantaged and ethnic minorities has tradi-

tionally been strongest in big cities and in Washington, not state

capitals (Fainstein and Fainstein, 1974). Urban interests have been

better supported by Congress than by state legislatures, which are

often rural-dominated. But states, as a general rule, are currentlv

the best-heeled level of government. Not only has moderation of

taxing and spending been milder for states than localities, but many

states also have surplus funds. At the end of 1978, 13 states'
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surpluses ex ceded 20 percent of that year's expenditures (National

Governors' Association, 1979).1

Other possible implications of fiscal containment are more specu-

lative and longer-term. They derive from underlying political forces

and from those political and administrative processes by which

s troite.d gbudgts aru set and by which attempts are made to improve

programs' efficiency and effectiveness.

Increased Targeting

When funds decrease (at least in real terms) but the demands for

services do not, an obvious accommodation is to limit the clientele,

that is, to impose or increase requirements for targeting. A targeting

"fix" is especially appealing for specialized, relatively expensive

programs directed toward the disadvantaged, ethnic minorities, and

children. Income-based targeting, of course, benefits the neediest

and can mitigate the regressive effects of privatization and user

charges.
11

For all its advantages, increased targeting does carry two impor-

tant disadvantages. It can incur the enmity of the near-poor, the

lower middle class, or indeed of any group that formerly received the

benefit, especially if the former clients cannot afford the benefit

on their own. In many states, opposition to Medicaid ensues from the

fact that it provides extensive medical benefits that are not always

available to members of the lower middle class, whose members frequently

carry only hospital insurance. Second, targeting can stigmatize the

program and its beneficiaries. Universalistic programs--such as

Social Security--often seem to escape the criticism (and charges of

waste or fraud) which is directed against programs that most citizens

have little personal contact with. Personal contact raises citizens'

opinions of programs. Extensive survey evidence, for example, attests

that while most Americans distrust politicians, they trust their own

representatives; while they believe that the postal service is incom-

petent, they believe that their own letter carrier is doing a good job

(Citrin, 1978).

.1
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Volunteers

Using volunteers to extend the efforts of paid workers (or to

sustain activities that otherwise must be terminated) is a two-edged

sword. Volunteers can be used effectively, as is shown by many

childrens' services. They can also contribute to community-based or

ethnic-oriented programs that supplement basic education, library, or

recreational services. However, volunteerism is strongly opposed by

the agencies affected, by civil servants' groups, and by the women's

movement. They have good reason. The very possibility of volunteer

assistance threatens school, library, and recreational jobs and budgets.

Volunteerism tends to reduce the public's perception of professionalism

in public employment. Moreover volunteers often are poorly regarded,

unlike paid workers. Nevertheless, some volunteer assistance may be

preferable to otherwise decimated staffs, and many of the negative

consequences can be mitigated. Under the proper circumstances, unpaid

public service can be highly regarded. Volunteer fire departments are the

classic example, but even big cities have programs to accommodate the many

citizens who want to assist firefighters. And with recognition and

increasing male participation, the opposition of some women's groups

may decrease. After all, Robert Redford boasts of his being a rural

sewage commissioner. Faced with the deterioration of neighborhood

parks, an Oakland community group is encouraging residents to "adopt"

their park and supplement paid maintenance.

Consolidation of Facilities and Services

Consolidating community facilities (both within and across juris-

dictions) can cut costs. Camden, New Jersey has eliminated neighborhood

police stations; it also uses the county fire department to dispatch

city fire trucks. A New Jersey statute eases interlocal cooperation.

Townships there can share clerks or tax assessors, and the Camden

public library has a reciprocal agreement with nearby suburban libraries.

Though it is spoken of as an efficiency-increasing move, consol-

idation can affect equity. A community can lose its control over a

service or facility; this is especially a problem when a poor city

transfers a service to a richer suburban-dominated county. And of

I
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course no neighborhood likes losing "its" school, park, or library.

When explicit criteria are used (or at least invoked) to cloue a

particular facility, their details may have implications for equity.

The criterion of library usage, for example, discriminates against

branches in poor neighborhoods or those in ethnic neighborhoods where

the cultural content of library holdings has not kept pace with a

changed community. Children and the poor are less mobile than others

and therefore more dependent on nearby facilities. Vandalism and

street crime can raise costs at inner-city facilities while they

reduce use. Indeed, allowing park's quality of upkeep and level

of staffing to deteriorate can initiate a downward spiral; such a

decision can be a self-fulfilling prophecy.12

Removal of Intergovernmental Regulations

Many public officials have admitted to us that fiscal containment

provides an excellent excuse to do what they wanted to do anyway.

More and more officials criticize unfunded mandates and grant programs

that impose costly and burdensome requirements on governments that

can ill afford them. There is growing support for eliminating many

of these intergovernmental regulations or at least for making higher-

level governments financially liable for the cost of their mandates

(Posner and Sorett, 1978). Growing fiscal pressures can only accelerate

the lobbying for such proposals.

Though intergovernmental regulations and their fiscal impacts

should certainly be rationalized, we want to add a note of caution.

Many intergovernmental regulations were intended to safeguard the

interests of local minorities (which are frequently small and un-

organized) against bureaucracies that, all too often, are unresponsive

to them. Public participation, nonsupplantation, and maintenance of

effort requirements may be expensive, hard to define, and harder to

enforce, but their promulgation can serve a useful purpose. Because

these requirements provide the basis for legal action (or its threat),

they can help protect otherwise vulnerable programs. Our interviews

suggest that those federal programs mandating citizen participation

tend to develop informed and articulate advocates. -nd so fare

I
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The public provision of those services rarely dates back fiirth-r

the New Deal. Human service programs, particular]y tho, e initaigttad

or expanded in the 1960s, often were hastily conceived, excc<>iv,,

complex, poorly funded, and clumsily implemented. Added to tli-s,

deficiencies is that, within the memory of moot voters, human ser",i->

programs were oversold to them. Moreover, even at their most succts<qil,

these programs cannot show the tangible, visible achievement of fillin-._

a pothole or fighting a fire. Despite criticism, there is littl,

evidence that the public wants to repeal the New Deal (Cannon, 1978),

but it does want program improvement and needs to become familiar with

agencies that simply write checks rather than fill potholes. Coupled

with stable funding, an end to explosive growth offers breathing z pac,.

It offers the opportunity to rethink means and ends, to prune some

programs, and to support improvements in others.

Questioned Fffectiveness and Legitimacy of Government Institutions

The fiscal containment movement will not only trim government,

but will also alter government's role in the economy 3nd society. The

broad public opinion that supports containment questions the efficiency
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of "free," nonmarket service provision (hence fees and privatization;

Pascal, 1980). This movement questions the effectiveness of many

programs that have sought to ease the harshness and inequity of the

marketplace. But even more fundamental doubts have arisen, doubts as

to the very legitimacy of governmental institutions and activities,

especially those redistributing income. (Such concerns date back to

the Federalist papers; Pascal et al., 1979, p. 3. Rose, 1979, excel-

lently reviews and interprets the recent literature, emphasizing issues

common to the Western World.)

It is all too easy to forget that government is not just a pro-

vider of services, competing with the private sector, and a redistrib-

utor of incomes. An older philosophy is that government offers leader-

ship; by a variety of means it proposes, validates, and achieves

societal goals. American public institutions have always sought

freedom, prosperity, security, equity, and opportunity, just as Amer-

icans have always debated what these goals are and how they may be

achieved. For example, underlying the debate about educational

vouchers are questions not merely of service provision, but of ins-

titutional responsiveness and whether the "publicness"--the commonality--
14

of public education is somehow important. The future of the fiscal

containment movement will not only pit the public and private sectors

against each other, but also will debate the means and ends of

government action.

In sum, disgruntled taxpayers have delivered a message to

government. The fiscal containment movement will affect the future

size and shape of the public sector. The movement seems to be a

reaction to the preferences of the broad, middle range of American

taxpayers. The middle class may benefit from fiscal constraints that

threaten disadvantaged groups, lacking wealth or numbers, who do not

organize. In responding to the public mood, policymakers should avoid

unreflective zeal. They should be aware that they may sacrifice equity

and local control in the quest for frugality and efficiency in

government.

!
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FOOTNOTES

1. This paper is slightly revised from one presented at the Ford
Foundation Conference on the Politics of Equity: Educational Finance,
State-Local Taxes, and Children's Services, San Antonio, May 1980. The
paper draws on a Rand report (R-2494/FF/RC) that was sponsored by The
Ford Foundation and The Rand Corporation: FiscaZ Containment of Lo .j5
and State Government, by Anthony H. Pascal, Mark David Menchik, Jan M.
Chaiken, Phyllis L. Ellickson, Warren E. Walker, Dennis N. DeTray, and
Arthur E. Wise. The assistance of Will Harriss and Mary E. Taylor is
gratefully acknowledged.

2. Figures I and 2 show spending after intergovernmental transfers,
which essentially move downward: from the federal level to state and
local levels, and from states to localities. Graphing tax collections
would show an even greater predominance of the federal government and
the attenuated role of local levies.

3. Of course, the relative importance of individual revenue sources
differs across jurisdictions. Own-source taxes obviously differ from
state to state, but even transfers vary. To take the extremes, New Mexico
localities are more than twice as reliant on grants as those in New
Hampshire. Of all types of localities, school districts are most de-
pendent on federal and state grants, which were about half of total rev-
enues in 1977 (Pascal et al., 1977, pp. 18-20). Large cities' revenues
(population over 500,000) are 46 percent grants, while small cities (less
than 100,000) draw only 33 percent from intergovernmental transfers.

4. Property tax rate limits have a venerable history. Controlling
tax levies is newer. See Ellickson (1979).

5. Of course, the previously mentioned positive effects of fiscal
containment (e.g., stimulation of the private economy) may mitigate or
even reverse some of the negative impacts on equity that we hypothesize.
A rising tide lifts all boats.

6. The quantitative effect of changed revenue sources is the
subject of current Rand research.

7. Again, current research focuses on this topic.

8. Consequently, privatization bodes ill for minority employment.
Private employers, even if they hold government franchises or contracts,
may not make up for the loss of public career opportunities.

9. Referring to the chance that, to keep the local museum open,
the city council might cut the police budget further, he said he would
accept their decision even if the public would then "have to shoot
their way in and out of the museum."

,_ _ _ _ _ _
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10. Federal aid formulas have justly been criticized for their
complexity, but the simplicity of many state aid formulas and state-
wide fiscal limits raises another set of problems. The simple use of
current population hurts declining cities. The use of personal income
makes business cycles more extreme rather than being counter-cyclical.
This problem also occurs when formulas use the level of most states'
revenues, the case with the formula for the California bailout. Re-
cessions decrease both personal income and state revenues (which are
usually income-elastic), while they increace the need for unemployment
insurance, welfare, and other income transfers (Lyon et al., 1976,
Pascal et al., 1979, p. 17).

11. Whether decided upon explicitly or not, targeting can also
be spatial, as when a popular neighborhood piogram is saved.

12. We have benefited from discussions on this topic with
Elliott A. Medrich and Victor Rubin.

13. Even though many fiscal limits make future financing uncer-
tair, this is not true of all laws and states. Kansas's cap law,
passed in 1970 and amended in 1973, has been effective (it halved the
growth rate of property taxes) but seems not to have aroused the finan-
cial anxiety associated with Proposition 13. Florida's 1971 "full
disclosure" law seems to have stemmed public pressure for limitation
although it is a modest measure, requiring only the disclosure of
expected revenue increases. (See, generally, ACIR, 1977b and Ellick-
son, 1979.) Experience may increasingly teach both legislators and
voters how they can attain fiscal limitation without financial chaos.
(See also note 14, which cites the emerging "death of growth" liter-
ature.)

14. Hirschman's seminal work (1970) compares the responsiveness
of private and public institutions. See also Boulding (1975) and
Levine (1978).

---------
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